Is becoming a founder right for me?
- Meet with Career & Professional Development (CPD) career coach
- Attend Rock/Cod career panel
- Attend HBS Career Center Panel
- Attend HBS Career Launch Panel (DC)
- Attend HBS Career Launch Panel (NY)

Learn about your HBS resources:
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JOINER JOURNEY

Journey to a Founder
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Join a Startup Bootcamp team
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Intern with a VC firm and serve as a Rock Summer Fellow.
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Build entrepreneurship and tech skills:
- Take an EC course in building startups and experience:
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Entrepreneurship through Acquisition
- Attend Entrepreneurship through Acquisition (ETCA) Club Annual Conference.
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Entrepreneurship and tech skills:
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Research Consultant at SIP.
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Build entrepreneurship and tech skills:
- Attend Startup Operations Studio (provides funding)
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Entrepreneurial Sales 101
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